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Scholarly activity atop Mt.Evans since 1930



Outline
•Yesterday

1930s: Origins of cosmic ray [CR] research

1946 – 1960s: CR boom years

1972: the first telescope on site

1980s: increased environmental research

1994: proposal to upgrade the observatory

•Today

Current Programs, Challenges and Opportunities

•Tomorrow

FAQs
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CR air showers



Cosmic 

rays and 

lightning



Arthur Compton
For his discovery of the effect of X-ray scattering on 
electrons, Compton was awarded the Nobel Prize 
in Physics for 1927 (sharing this with C. T. R. 
Wilson who received the Prize for his discovery of the 
cloud chamber method).

During 1930-1940, Compton led a world-wide 
study of the geographic variations of the 
intensity of cosmic rays, thereby fully confirming 
the observations made in 1927 by J. Clay from 
Amsterdam of the influence of latitude on cosmic ray 
intensity. He could, however, show that the intensity 
was correlated with geomagnetic rather than 
geographic latitude. This gave rise to extensive 
studies of the interaction of the Earth's 
magnetic field with the incoming isotropic 
stream of primary charged particles.



Arthur Compton, 1932



Compton Gamma Ray 

Observatory, 1990



Modern cosmic ray telescopes
High energy gamma ray sources impact

atmospheric nuclei and spawn air showers

detectable as light flashes in the night sky.

& Henderson mine underground cosmic ray lab proposed 2007
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1939
Rocky Mtn News

1939 Feb 26:
“…the world’s 

highest little red 

schoolhouse… it’s 

importance may have 

been manifested by 

the fact that only 

Nobel prize winners 

in physics in the US 

have been those who 

made studies on this 

suitable location…



Bruno Rossi, 1939
Dr. Bruno Rossi was an authority on 
cosmic rays and professor of physics at 
the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. He started his academic 
career at the University of Florence and 
held the chair in physics in Padua from 
1932 to 1938, when the Fascist regime 
dismissed him.

He also discovered that individual 
cosmic rays, colliding with atoms, 
often generated large numbers of 
secondary particles, known as showers.
His findings gave evidence of the 
astonishing energies associated with 
cosmic rays.



1948, Life magazine article



1948



1948, Life 

magazine article



1950s/60s
During these decades, an international cadre of cosmic ray

researchers came to Echo Lab & Mt.Evans.  DU’s manager for

much of this work was Prof. Mario Iona. 



II. Current 

Programs, 

1972 & on
•Astronomy

•Biology

•Environomental sciences

•Atmospheric studies

•Cosmic ray studies

http://www.du.edu

Denver Post

1973 July 3



1993



The “new” Observatory, 1997
following an EA process, 1994-5



A look inside:



The Meyer binocular telescope



Some pix



Translation:

“Ours is a vision quest, 

looking into the ultimate Wilderness, 

seeking the campfires of creation.”
--Phil Rastocny, guest observer, Chippewa tribe



Students & 

guest 

observers



Sci Opportunities



Earth & atmosphere Cosmic rays

Space sciences, renewable energy & more…

The 

big 

3



Sci @ summit posted at Crest House, Mt.Evans



Professional, external research guests at DU's Mt.Evans Observatory

(other than astronomers)

2007 -- Dan Birkenheuer, Ph.D.

NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory

high-altitude water vapor and radiance data 

2006 -- Bob Musselman

Rocky Mountain Research Station

USDA Forest Service, Ft.Collins

continuous ozone monitor

2005 -- Brenda L. Dingus

Los Alamos National Lab

cosmic ray, photometric tube testing at altitude

continued on next slide �



2004 -- David R. Lincks

Senior Test Engineer, ReliOn Inc.

Avista Labs performing an altitude test on fuel cell system 

2003 -- Daniel Winester, Geodesist

NOAA - NOS - National Geodetic Survey

absolute gravity measurements, tectonics

2003 -- Keith Emery, Calibration Scientist

National Renewable Energy Lab

NREL absolute cavity intercomparison

Prior years:

NASA - Cassini Venus encounter observational support

Univ. Alaska - sprites lightning support observations

SouthWest Research Lab - near earth asteroid observation 



We collect sunlight during the day, so we can 

collect starlight at night…



In the sky – summer 2007

• Evening star, setting = VENUS 

(June & July - up to 48 degrees from the Sun)

• Evening star, rising = JUPITER

* Perseid meteor shower Aug. 11-12-13:

(best at/after midnight, moon phase=NEW!)

• Total lunar eclipse Aug.28, 3am-sunrise

• & surprises!



Challenges

“Everything up here is experimental…

Access…

Power…

Light pollution…

Summit parcel special use permit expires 2015.



The Vanishing Colorado Night Sky…



Light Pollution Map, centered on Mt.Evans

Co

lor

Artificial / 

Natural

Sky 

Brightness

Sky 

Brightness

mags / sq 

arcsec

Description (Courtesy of Russell Sipe)

< 0.01 >21.6

0.01 to 

0.11

21.6 to 

21.5

0.11 to 

0.33

21.5 to 

21.3

Long exposure astrophotos might show some 

light pollution gradient, but visual observing is 

relatively unimpaired.

0.33 to 

1.0

21.3 to 

20.8

Modest impact on deep sky observing and 

imaging. Milky Way shows structure

1.0 to 

3.0

20.8 to 

20.1

Serious impact to deep sky observing and 

imaging. Milky Way visible but not crisp.

3.0 to 

9.0

20.1 

to 

19.1
Milky Way not visible

9.0 to 

27.0

19.1 to 

18.0

Less than 100 stars visible over 30 degrees 

elevation

>27.0 <18.0 Hopeless?

Natural sky brightness

http://cleardarksky.com/lp/DenverCOlp.html

L.P. Map



How much energy loss?  Measured: ~100 MEGAWATTS

Approximately 5% of Xcel production [5000+ MW]

View of metro Denver from western foothills, Aug. 1999

Note cloud brightness due to metro lights.

(This is ~5% Xcel/PSCo,   ~100% Calif shortfall)
Energy loss



Wasted lighting energy, from uplighted signs…

…and unshielded lamps

���� glare & trespass

Cumulative effects:



LIGHT TRESPASS: 

The light sources 

are to the left 

in this picture  --

… is this a good 

neighbor?

GLARE:
discomforting 

and disabling, 

esp. for 

older folks

Glare & Trespass



Before and after shielding lamps

Plenty of light, just much better aimed!



To summarize…



III. Summit FAQs

The Big 3 questions:

•Where are the restrooms?

•Where are the mountain goats?

•When is the observatory open to the public?



Answer: D.U. campus observatory in south Denver, open year-round

A continuing tradition of education and public outreach, since 1880!



Thanks for listening.

Questions? 


